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RYBAT GPFLOOR

REF MEXI 7115

1. OUR PRESENT PLAN IN PASSING INFO TO WARREN COMMISSION IS TO ELIMINATE MENTION OF TELEPHONE TAPS, IN ORDER PROTECT YOUR CONTINUING OPS. WILL RELY INSTEAD ON STATEMENTS OF SILVIA DURAN AND ON CONTENTS OF SOVIET CONSULAR FILE WHICH SOVIETS GAVE ODAAH HERE. FILE SHOWS BOTH OSWALD AND WIFE WERE DICKERING WITH SOVIETS IN WASHINGTON BY MAIL TO GET PERMISSION TO RETURN TO RUSSIA.

2. EXACT DETAILED INFO FROM LITAMILS 7 AND 9 ON JUST WHAT SILVIA DURAN AND OTHER OFFICIALS SAID ABOUT OSWALD'S VISITS AND HIS DEALINGS WOULD BE VALUABLE AND USEFUL CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCE. REQUEST YOU REQUEST THEM CAREFULLY ON THESE POINTS, ATTEMPTING GET AS MUCH AUTHENTIC DATA AS POSSIBLE, WITHOUT MIXING IN WHAT THEY KNOW FROM NEWSPAPERS. PLS CABLE SUMMARIES AND POUCH DETAILED STATEMENTS.
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